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1. Certification 
 
The Securope lifelines are designed and tested according to the European standard: 

EN795-C:2012  
 

The system conforms to the American National regulation, 
 

OSHA 1910 
If the system is designed and installed by a competent person (according to OSHA), it may conform 
to the ANSI standard, 
 

ANSI/ASSE Z359.6: 2009 
 

Here below the available certifications which can be downloaded anytime from our web portal: 
 
Securope 2012 
 

Standard BEN795-C:2012  -   CEN/TS 
16415:2013 

Certificates 
Number N°0082 1084 160 04 14 0116 : EXT 02 06 15 

Certification Date  2015 

Notified body 
Code 0082 

Address Apave Sudeurope, Centre d’essais et certification EPI, 17, 
Boulevard Paul Langevin, 38600Fontaine, France 
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2. Preliminary checks 
It is mandatory to check the following before using the system: 
 

U
SE

R
 

 The user of the lifeline must be in good physical condition, and not prone to vertigo 
or dizziness. 
 

 The user must have received adequate training for the following: 
- Personal protection equipment and have read the user instructions of the 

elements associated to the system, the harness and the 
connectors/carabiners. 

- Use of the fall protection equipment, 
- Use of the rescue equipment in the event of fall. 

 
 The total mass of each user, including tools and equipment, must not exceed 140 kg. 

 
 A minimum of 2 persons are required to work together on the lifeline, so that each 

can assist the other in the event of an incident. 
 

PP
E 

 A suitable harness with two anchoring points or D rings, one at the back and one at 
the chest, in conformity with the EN 361 or ANSI / ASSEZ359.1. 
 

 The dorsal anchorage point is the recommended point to anchor the harness, the 
sternal anchorage point can be used for rescue operations,  
 

 An energy absorber lanyard in conformity with EN 354/355 or ANSI/ASSEZ359.13. It 
cannot be longer than 2m (6.5ft), 
 

 Two karabiners twist lock type in zinc plated steel, according to EN 362 
ANSI/ASSEZ359.12 and having the following characteristics, length 105 mm, width 58 
mm, wire diameter 10 mm, opening 20 mm, breaking strength 23 kN 
 

SY
ST

EM
 

 Check if the annual inspection was carried out within less than 1 year. 
 Check if the Pre-use inspection sheet is completed and the system is Safe to use. 
 There is no obstacle under the walkway that could reduce the fall clearance ; 
 If there are tilting end stops, they must be tested and must work properly ; 
 There are no deformed components. 
 A rescue plan must be in place to evacuate the person who fell within 15 minutes. 

The rescue material must be easily accessible and be located in the vicinity from the 
lifeline. 

 The system must be immediately put out of service if the user notices one or more 
anomalies and the failing components have to be replaced by a certified installer 
(Also competent person if under OSHA regulations) 
 

 Any other combination of components can affect the correct functioning of the system and 
is consequently forbidden. 
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Before using the system, the user must locate the ID-plate installed in the immediate vicinity of the 
access point and follow the instructions on the board. The plate has a QR code that facilitates access 
to the Fallprotec web portal where all the data regarding the installation is registered. User manual 
and inspection log. 
 

 
  

1. Manufacturer’s information 
2. QR code to get direct 

access to the information 
related to the installation. 

3. Equipment type and applied 
standards. 

4. Installer details 
5. Installation location 

informations. 
6. It is mandatory to use a fall 

arrest harness with an 
energy absorbing system 
according to EN355. 

7. Seal tag serial number. 
8. Maximal number of users 

and their max. weight. 
9. Installation Date 
10. It is mandatory to read the 

user manual first. 
11. Fall clearance and System 

length 
12. Inspection sticker (Safe to 

use) 

A seal Tag with a unique serial 
number is placed on the warning 
plate. 

6 
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3. Use of the system  
Maximal number of users per 

system 
(For other cases please contact 

Fallprotec) 

2 

The connection and disconnection to the system must 
always be carried out in an area without any risk of a fall. 

1 
Introduce the mobile anchorage device on the Lifeline in 
case it is not a captive one. 

2 The user moves smoothly all along the lifeline without 
running. 

3 
The carabiner of the lanyard must be fixed directly to the 
mobile anchorage device. ** 

5 

To exit from the system (if the device is not openable), 
the user must take it out at the end of the line with 
through a tilting end stop. (If the glider is openable and 
reachable, it should be stored in a dry place) 

** If the system has no intermediate anchors, user can 
connect directly to the lifeline with a carabiner. It must have 
the following characteristics: twist lock type in zinc plated 
steel, according to EN 362 / ANSI/ASSEZ359.12 , length 105 
mm, width 58 mm, section of 10 mm, opening 20 mm, 
breaking strength 23 kN 

 

3.1.  Gliders 
The user can walk as far from the line as his/her lanyard  and the system itself allow it. 
The glider by gravity takes the correct position to pass over the intermediate anchors without 
needing any additional manual action. 

 
  

LDV001 LDV111 LDV001 LDV075 

30°- 90° 
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             Configuration 

Glider 
Horizontal (0°-29°) Inclined (30°-60°) 

LDV001 
  

LDV060 
  

LDV111 
  

LDV075 
  

 

3.1.1. Openable gliders  
 

 
 

  

1.Open the handle 2.Let the handle close automatically 3. Conect the carabiner 

Handle 
Inserting/removing the glider on the line 
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3.2. Energy absorber LDV032/LDV003 
The energy absorption is carried out during the penetration of the half sphere into the black polymer 
cylinder. The LDV032 includes a spring which compensates the tension on the line in case of 
dilatations and acts as a tension 
 

 
  

Activated Not activated 
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4. Coiling the cable for storage 
The cable must be coiled as per the picture below: 
 

 

5. In case of fall 
Maximum 
deformation   

Calculated with the Fallprotec Securope calculation software.  
See technical file of the system supplied by the installer. 

6. Fall Clearance 
The installation must be done so that in case of a fall no equipment touches a sharp edge or 
something that can damage it.  
The minimum clearance must be superior of the height of fall so that a falling user doesn’t hit an 
obstacle during the fall. 
 
The height of fall is the sum of the terms given below: 

- DDeflection : the deflection of the rigid anchor line  
- Lblocking : Locking distance of self retractable lanyard 
- HSafety : safety distance (1m) 
- Fall clearanceRequired : minimal height calculated and required in case of a fall 
- Fall clearanceAvailable : actual height available between the path and the first obstacle  
- LPath : distance from the Life line to the edge  
- LLanyard : lenght of the lanyard (< 2m) 
- LAbsorber : deployment of the energy absorption system (< 0,8m) 
- HUser : user’s height 
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With a lanyard:  

 

Fa
ll 
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Fall clearanceRequired= DDeflection+ LLanyard+ LAbsorber- LPath+ HUser+ HSafety 

Fall clearanceRequired < Fall clearanceAvailable 
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Fall clearanceRequired= DDeflection+ LLanyard+ LAbsorber+ HUser+ HSafety- HLine 

Fall clearanceRequired < Fall clearanceAvailable 
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With a self-retractable lanyard:  

  

Fa
ll 
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Fall clearanceRequired= DDeflection+ Lblocking+ HSafety 

Fall clearanceRequired < Fall clearanceAvailable 
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7. Prohibited use 
 It is forbidden to use the system out of the limits specified in this manual or in any other 

situation different for the ones the system has been foreseen.  
 Exceed the maximal number of users between on the system. 
  It is forbidden to use the system with any other element, for which the system was 

commissioned for. 
  It is forbidden to use the system under the walkway. 
 It is forbidden to use the system for lifting materials. 
 In case of storm or any other exceptional climate conditions potentially dangerous. 
  Temperature below -50°C. 
 It is forbidden to use the system as earth phase for welding. 

8. Warnings 
 Marking of the equipment must be always visible. 
 Any modification of the system or equipment cannot be made without prior written 

authorization of FALLPROTEC. 

9. Maintenance  
The durability of the system is function of the maintenance and the frequency (and intensity) of use. It 
will also depend of the host structure and its capacity to keep its physical properties during the time. 
 
If the anchorage device is used in a dusty environment, mobile anchor devices need to be cleaned 
with soapy water. The lifeline is cleaned with soapy water or solvent if the environment is not 
flammable. It must be thereafter dried. 
The system must be stored in a dry place. 
 
If the system is maintained, inspected, and used properly, the foreseen lifespan is 10 years. 

10. Inspection 
Before use, each system must be checked by a competent person following the Pre-use checking 
list. If everything is correct, the warning plate will have the sticker “safe to use”. 
Each system must be inspected annually or after a fall. 
The inspection must be carried out by a certified/authorized installer (Also competent person if under 
OSHA regulations). 
The inspection must be registered on the Fallprotec portal www.assistant.fallprotec.com 
The safety of the user is linked to the maintenance of the efficacy of the system and the resistance of 
the equipment. 
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11. Marking 
The equipment is marked as follows: 
 Manufacturer : 
 Component name : 
 Standard : EN795-C 
 It is mandatory to read the user manual before use  
 Manufacturing batch (Quarter/Year) 
 

Code Component 

LDV002 

 

LDV032 

 

LDV001 

 

LDV060 

 

LDV111 
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